Cooling System Repair for European Import Vehicles in
Arizona
iautohaus.com/cooling-system-repair-european-import-vehicles-arizona

Family-owned and keeping you on the road in style for more than two decades,
iAUTOHAUS takes pride in our outstanding service and top-notch reputation. We’re
Tempe, Arizona’s European car experts. We look after your luxury vehicle with best-inclass care and parts—at a fair price. And our ASE-certified experts are car heater and
cooling system aces.

Schedule a cooling system repair service on your luxury vehicle in Tempe,
Arizona today.
SCHEDULE SERVICE

Why Your Car’s Cooling System Needs Care
Your vehicle’s cooling system does just what you might think: it cools the engine parts
that heat up as you drive. When leaks develop in your cooling system, it can be difficult to
pinpoint the exact source. If it’s not addressed, these leaks can cause the engine to
overheat. If so, visit our quality cooling system repair shop to stop a radiator leak.
Problems with the cooling system might simply need a belt adjustment or mean your car’s
fluids need to be flushed. In other situations, the radiator, through which the coolant fluids
move, will need to be repaired or replaced.

Other Automotive Cooling Problems We Check For
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Our cooling system service and car heater repair shop will check your thermostat
and your coolant levels, and apply a cooling system flush where needed. Radiator
stop leak scan handle basic issues if the heater core is cleaned first. (If not, a DIY effort can
cause clogs.) As the fluid should run unobstructed throughout your engine system, we
thoroughly check every component of your engine cooling system for debris or clogging.
We examine the water pump, heater valve, condenser, and cooling fan. We check the
hoses for cracks or invisible leakage. This can easily result from regular use of a highperformance car.
So, don’t wait for your luxury car engine to be compromised. Schedule preventive
maintenance at iAUTOHAUS in Tempe, Arizona. Set a car care reminder. With service on
a regular basis, you won’t overheat or risk frozen engine fluids.
Then follow up with our coupons for engine needs, such as oil and filter changes.

iAUTOHAUS Takes Care of You—and Your Vehicle
Luxury cars need regular radiator maintenance. Proper care keeps engines at the top
of their game. And for the best-in-class car, iAUTOHAUS is the name luxury auto drivers
trust in Arizona. Our reputation for integrity is known to customers in Tempe and Phoenix,
Chandler and Scottsdale, Gilbert and Queen Creek. We treat you and your car right,
with:
Factory diagnostics equipment;
A 24-month/24,000-mile warranty on the parts and labor you invest in your vehicle;
A shuttle service at no extra charge; and
Free WiFi in our waiting room.
When you come to our clean, high-tech BOSCH service center, we make you
comfortable, and we hand-wash and vacuum your vehicle after your repair is
complete.

Schedule Top-Tier Cooling System Repair Service for Your
Luxury Vehicle in Tempe, Arizona
While you wait, we invite you to have a look around our stunning showroom, with its
continually updated inventory of pre-owned European luxury cars. Whether you own a
Maserati, Porsche, Jaguar, or Land Rover…your luxury car deserves to be inspected
by experienced iAUTOHAUS professionals at our authorized BOSCH Service Center.
Talk with us about affordable financing, excellent warranties, and the finest care for your
vehicle. Schedule your service at iAUTOHAUS today. Keep your European engine in
top form, delivering the performance you expect.
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